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Dedicated to
Keepers of Keepsakes

Ah, here's where we may turn and go
Down paths of Memory,
Back to the land we used to know
The land of Used-to-be.
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Book of Friends: May it include the wise, the witty and the shrewd, 
And such as own the double art, that makes them friends of head and heart. 
May those who stand recorded here grow dearer with each added year; 
Acquaintance into friendship grow, and friendship ever brighter glow. 
Old friends are best, we lightly say—but, as they fall upon the way, 
Keep full the ranks with newer friends, till time the adjective amends. 
And if old friends still seem the best, the adage should be thus expressed: 
Friends are not best because they're old, but old, because the years that rolled—
The years that try, and mar and mend, have proved them worth the title friend. 
—S. W. W. Mitchell.
Fastest pacer at Kutztown Fair, 1911

Awaiting the signal

Getting rid of a ‘Tosh’

From the “Wild and Woolly West”
On the square

jogging "The Boys"

A bunch of "Merry-makers"

A neck to neck finish
The Bridge, Tenny Park

Lake Mendota
(From the observatory)
Mendota in the distance
Upper campus from the library, University of Wisconsin, Madison.

Awaiting Gilette to kick goal

The Hill

U! rah! rah! Wisconsin

Some crowd, eh!
Ready for Wisconsin-Lawrence game

Part of Rooters’ Section

1911 Wisconsin’s first kick-off
Some architectural entrance

Some Wisconsin roots at 'Chi' game

On Wisconsin On Wisconsin
The 'coeds' matching class rush

Rip 'em up! fellers

Cheer up! fellers

Where in the treasures lie
The "Gym", on Lake Mendota

Illinois Gamma Xi
The "North Side Bleachers"

Some open-air vaudeville

Between the halves

Coming up Langdon Street
Oh! those green "fresh"

On Chi's 2 yard line

Come on line up! fellers

The bags in readiness
Overcoming the "Frosh"

That's an awful bunch

Going right to it

Some fun before the rush
"Way! way! up high"
Escorting the Colorado team

Some Wisconsin spirit
Carting away some Frosh

In some sophisticated hands
Captain "Al" Buser
Captain All-Conference

Coach "Big John" Richards

Koessel, All-Western End
Wisconsin Captain Elect
"Kecky" Hall
All-Western Quarter

"Red" Parker
America's Greatest Cheer-Leader

Macmiller
Every Minute of Every Game
Anxiously awaiting

Sitting up and taking notice
Giving Colorado a boost
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